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Introduction
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Fig 1 : Simulation of the propagation of a real debris flows
crossing a French Alpes city.
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Theoretical framework
Expression of the velocity profile (1) :

theor. profile. corrected rheo. parameters
theor. plug
uncertainties on rheo. parameters 5%
exp data
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Natural muddy debris flows can be modeled as non-Newtonian
viscoplastic fluids [1, 2].
We need to develop models that are able to predict accurately
hydraulic properties of debris flows.
These complex flows are generally represented using models
based on a momentum integral approach (shallow water).
These models take into account closure terms depending on the
shape of the velocity profile inside the flow.
Free surface flows of yield stress fluids have unsheared regions
(plug).
Most of these models are based on the lubrication approximation (Fig. 2a ) leading to the following plug thickness :
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Experimental results in the uniform zone
We observe a systematic discrepancy between experimental data and theoretical predictions accounted for by increasing the
yield stress τc by 11% and the consistency K by 19 %.



Rheological parameters have to be determined at the flow
scale and data about velocity profiles in the uniforme zone are
necessary to determined accuratly the correction to apply to the
rheological parameters measured with a rheometer, [5] .
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y0 = h – hp denotes the thickness of the
sheared layer below the plug.



Fig 6 : Evolution of flow height H in the uniform
zone as a function of belt velocity ub of the tested
Carbopol Sample c1.
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Fig 7 : Horizontal velocity derived from PIV as a
function of vertical coordinate . Theoretical profile
is computed using Eq. 1 with rheological parameters determined at the flow scale.

Experimental results in the front zone
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Fig 2 : Flow regimes for a gradually varied flow, [3].

The aim of this work is to acquire experimental results documenting the internal dynamics of a free surface viscoplastic
flow down an inclined channel.
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Experimental set-up and fluid properties

Uniform zone
Steep front
Fig 3: Flume set up, including laser sheet location. The velocity belt ub
can vary from 0 to 1 .5 m.s-1, [4].
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Fig 4 : a) High-speed camera location (Baumer with Nikkon
100 mm macro lens) filming from the side . b) Example of
stream lines observed with a carbopol gel sample (ub =
171 mm.s -1) images resolution is 38 μm/pix .

Fig 9 : Flow height H versus abscissa for Carbopol sample c1 and different belt
velocities ub . Theoretical curves are provided by lubrication approximation.
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Similar experiments have been performed, with velocity varying from 45 to 171 mm.s : Fr = [ 0.13 – 0.42 ] , G =[ 0.20 - 0.28 ],
Hb = [ 0.50 – 0.76 ] are respectively the Froude number, the non dimensionnal yield stress and the Herschel Bulkley number.



Sufficiently far from the front (x > 30 mm), lubrication theory provides a good approximation to predict velocity profiles.



A difficulty resides in finding an efficient way to determine the position of the plug from experimental data.



Theoretical depth profiles (Fig. 9) appear to reproduce the experimental data quite well. In the vicinity of the front, we
note a slightly discrepancy.
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Tab. 1 : Carbopol sample name and rheological properties, determined
with a rotational parallel plate rheometer.

Fig 5 : Typical steady-state flow curves determined on
Carbopol sample c1. Red curve represents best adjustments by the Herschel-Bulkley viscoplastic law.
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Fig 8 : Flow depth and velocity profiles for the carbopol sample c1 (Tab. 1), θ= 15 °, ub = 171 mm.s -1. Theoretical yield surface is represented in red dotted line, theoretical profiles are represented in red line with 5% uncertainties on the rhelogical parameters. Theoretical profiles
are computed using the theoretical free surface provided by lubrication approximation and the rheological parameters determined at the flow scale.

Conclusion and outlook
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Carbopol gel is used as a transparent homogeneous viscoplastic fluid.

Our experimental set up allows to observe the internal dynamics of a front of a gravity
driven flows. Experiences can be conducted with various flume inclinations, velocities and
materials (Newtonian, pseudoplastic, viscoplastic).



Rheological parameters are determined at the flow scale.



In the front zone (x > 30 mm) results show good agreements with lubrication approximation concerning velocity profiles and free surface shape.



We need to improve our set up in order to look at the head of the front .
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